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ABSTRACT

A basically tutorial point of view is taken in th3 following material,

the idea being to introducs: some basic concepts underlying the simulation

technique in general and to indicate some of the ways in which digital com-

puters can be helpful in this process. While the emphasis is on the use of

digital computers, many of the principles examined below hold for simulations

done on analog computers. No attempt is made, however, to compare the

uses of the two types of machine for simulation studies.

This proper draws from a wide variety of opinion, both as expressed in

the diverse literature on the subject arsci as communicated personally to the

author. rtr this reason, no individual credits or specific reference. are
Wen in the paper itself; however, a short bibliography is given at the end.
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DIGITAL SIMULATION AND MODELLING

DEFINITION AND BASIC IDEAS

If one were to ask an engineer, a computer programmer, an experi-
mental psychologist, and an operatie.is researcher to define the word "simu-
lation," four quite different definitions might well result. So varied are the
techniques and so broad is the spectrum of applications for the collection of
things which might, in toto, be considered the "field of simulation" that one
is bard put to tle:ine this "field." Nevertheless, the basic unifying concept,
neither new nor complex, is simply that one may construct a more or letts
faithful representation of some real objet: or process and then experiment
with the representation rather than with the real thing. Two Ideas are
essential:

(1) Similarity

The representation is in some sense "like" the real th;ag.

(2) Nonidentity

The representation is not the real thing.

As a consequence of (1), the simulation may be us..d to predict per-
formance in the real world, and these predictions will be valid to the same
extent that the simulation is a Atihful copy of 8-:-!ity. Asa consequence of (2),
the "Imitation" frequently costs less, or can be constructed and tested more
easily than the thing imitated.

The original version of this paper was published by The MIME Corporation
in March 19C4. It subsequently appeared in DatamaUon, 10 (10), pp. 25 to 29
(Ootchar 1404).
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At this point, it is desirable to sharpen 0i,.se ideas by making a clear

distinr:tion between "simulation" and "model. " We stv:11 use the noun "model"

to refer to our analog, or representation of reality, and the noun 'simulation"

(act of simulating) to refer to the construction and use of this model for test-

ing, prediction, and design. As an example, consider the testing of a new

airfoil design by means of a scale model in a wind tunnel. The model is,

perhaps, a piece of wood or metal which, although reduced in size from an

actual aircraft wing, is similar in shape, surface smoothness, and other

characteristics, Undoubtedly, the list of characteristics in which the model

15 not similar to the real thing is a more extensive one and might include

structural stiffness and strength, relative center of gravity, t 'tio of area to

volume, and, of some importance, cost and ease of manipulation. The simu-

lation, in this er.so, would consist of the c )ngtruction of the ni:.-del, its sub

sequent testing in the wind tunnel, and the drawing of conclusions about the

behavior of a full-size wing. Clearly, "a model" is not synonymous with

"a simulation," although "modelling" is an essential part of "simulating.'

Models, and hence the oivellations involving them, may be classified

according to the degree to which elements of the model correspond to ele-

ments of the real-world object or process, If there are no human of random

factors in the real object or process, the closest approach to reality (and

lowest level of abstraction) is obtained by constructing a "scale model," i. e. ,

a reduced-size operating model. By "size" we do not necessarily mean

physical dimension, but include such things as complexity, extent of detail,

and number of elements. Such "scaling" often introduces problems. 'oe

example, one cannot necessarily evaluate the performance of a so- channel

multiplex communication system by studying a 10-channel system loaded to

the same percentage of capacity.

7
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Somewhat further removed from the ma/ world, and hence easier to con-

struct and manipulate, are what are commonly called simulation models. These

may no longer resemble their real-world counterparts in appearann; being at

a higher level of abstraction, their similarity Is more logical than physical.

The closeness of a model to the real world has been described In terms of a

spectrum, or scale of abstraction, with the real world at one end and the mathe-

matical model, whose resemblance is merely symbolic. at the other end. A.

one moves along this scale towarc the mathematical model, the generality of

the model Increases; t. e., the restets obtained from exercising it apply to larger

and larger classes of real - wcrld objects. At the same time, its level of validity,

when referred to a specific application, as well as its level of detail, decrease.

The discerning reader may set an apparent inconsistency in the foregoing

remarks concerning the place of el:relation model" and mathematical models

along the scale of complexity, based upon the fact that almelation models can-

not be constructed without first defining the mathematical relationahipa which

exist. Indeed, a simulation model may oe viewed as a "mechanization" of a

Jet of mathematical relationships. Why does this set of relationships not con-

stitute a mathematical model, and thus Imply that simulation models and mathe-

matical models are in the same region of the scale? The answer is. of course,

that it does. The problem, however, is that the "mathematical model" defined

by the act of mathematical relationships underlying the simulation la ar in-

tractable one. If it were not, there would be no point in going to a simulation.

Thus, when we say that the end of the strafe corresponding to the greatest

generality and the least detail is occupied by mathematical models, we roal'y

mean irectteOle mathematical model.. m this sense, such models ar.e "simpler"

than those underlying a simulation. Finally, all of ihese statements assume

that one desires to model a fairly complex real-world process; If the real world

Is simple, then so will be both its simulation model and its mathematical model.

3
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The difficulty of malsing prvvisiv ',mils is inustrati

by the foregoing. A better grasp of the underlying itievs is gained by consider

Mg briefly what one actually does in cirtstructing a sleets: ion model of a

complex process. Assuming that the process is so veinpicx that one cannot

easily formulate a tractable mathematical model from a study of the prm.eess

as a whole, one seeks to divide the process into a set ol interrelated subpro-

cesses, The major requirement on this decomposition process is that it must

result in well-defined subdivisions or process elements whose relationships

are well understood and for which one can construct tractable mathematical

models. In ensence, the mathematical models are note., tractable by consider-

ing the problem in smaller pieces. There still remains the problem of putting

the nieces together to form the overall model. It is expeciA that this overall

1 te anilytically; nevertheless, it is needed as a

basis for the simulation model.

Putting the places tr.ge;her involves writing additional mathematical and/

or logical expressions describing the relationships between the various sub-

divisions. For example, the outputs of certain process elements may be used

ea Inputs to certain other elements, or, by means of closed loops, as inputs

to themselves. This mathematical description of the "boundary _conditions"

for each element Is then added to the mathematical descriptions of the elements

to form the overall mathematical model.

A model constructed In the manner Just described generally consists of a

large set of mathematical equations, each of which is capable 01 "mechanization"

on a computer. In many cases, a digital computer provides a convenient

facility for this purpose. When the sot of mathematical relationships is reduced

to a computer program, the computer is able simultaneously to Mk.: of them

into account, and thus to simulate the operation of the entire process. it is true

4
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that the computer's function stilt could be carried out by humane using desk calcu-

lators. reference books, summary sheets, anti some complex master

schedule of operations, but the cost and time involved make this impractical.

In considering the simulation spectrum which runs from complete reality

to complete abstraction, one is struck by the inherent tradeoff involved in

locating a simulation somewhere in this range. This tradeoff is, of course,

between realistic detail and cost: as the model moves away from reality, it

becomes simpler and hence easier to construct and manipulate, while a move

toward realism usuaP.N involves added complexity and coat. The two sides of

the simulation coin, ',hen, are:

(1) By Ignoring relatively unimportant details, it becomes practical to

construct and exercise a simulation model at much less cost and time

than that required to exercise the real world.

(2) By being a less-than-complete copy of reality, the simulation be-

comes susceptible to falsely predicting the real world.

There is, In general, ro well - defined set of rules by which one can fix the

amount of realistic detail in the model: this choice being a partially subjective

one depending on judgment and experience. Indeed, the simulation technique

itself may bu used to fix this choice, by revealing problem parameters which

do not significantly affect results.

EXAA4PLES OF SIMULATIONS

Consider the air-traffic-control problem, involving various aircraft,

their positions, altitudes, and speeds, rules of procedure for dealing with

conflicting airspace requirements, landing and take -off priorities, and airport

approach congestion. Several simulation studies have been made in this area,

5
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utilizing digital computers to keep track of the aircraft, tht ir stacking at ear

plated airports, and delays associated with deviations from scheduled arrival

times.

Another simulation example is the processing of various items by collec-

tions of machines and workers in production plant "lob shops." One problem

is to ohm the operations so that various pieces of work proceed through the shop

in reasonable time with minimum use of overtime, subcontracting, or extra

workers. Digital computer simulation of the job shop allows consideration of

the physical arrangement of eouipment, the decision and priority rules involved

in routing the work, the processing times for various machines and workers,

tetriroraty storage requirements for partly-finished lots of material, and

airliner items. Output data from such a simulation might include percentage

utilization of *wham machines and facilities, wasted time (for either machines

or workers) the to poor scheduling, overloads on particelar machines or

workers, and average processing time per item. Other things, such as inven-

tory levels for raw material, stocks of finished goods on hand, and the effect

of rush orders can be taken into account.

Here again, in these two examples, the large amount of bookkeeping in-

volvedmahes the ditital computer an extremely useful way et doing the simulation.

APPLICABILITY AND FEASIBILITY OF SIMULATION STUDIES

The primary function of a oimulatlon is to predict. This function can be em-

ployed in a number of 'ma. in evaluation, the predicted behavior or some

real -wok Id system (either existent or contemplated) is used to assess the desir-

ability or "goodness" of that system. This notion can be extended to conwarison

of real-world procesoes by making the evaluation a relative one. A further ex-

tension, coneisting of alternating "cut and try" or "propose and evaluate" clee.

11
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results in An iterative deang,a application. For optimization, a process not

inherent in simulation itself, the iterative design process would be carried out

under some plan which ensures convergence to the optimum value of some para-

meter (say, by exhaustively trying all possible values) or to within sonic

specified "distance from this optimum value.

AU of the foregoing uses of simulation apply, of course, to the study of

aye:Ants, including static, dynamic, automated, and man/machine. System

eimulation is indicated:

(1) U the system is too complex to be reduced to a tractable mathe-

matical formulation, such as a email set of equations.

(2) When analytical er mathematical techniques do not exist for the

problems involved (such as certain differential ovations whIch are

nonlinear or whose coefficients and/or boundary conditions are

time-varying).

(2) When it is impossible to experiment with the real-world system

(such us cs.....-^=mical systems) or to observe the system In its

natural environment.

(4) When, In systems containing random elements, probability distribution

are desired but unobtainable experimentally.

(5) When it is desirable to check the results of an analytieal study of the

system without building and/or testing the actual system.

(6) When, because of complexity, realistic field testa of the system are

not practical. This might arise, for example, in a system having

multiple inputs which are difficult to physically reproduce. The in-

puts might then be simulated to the reel system, in doing this, one

would be simulating purt of the system environment.

12
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(7)

(b,

When, as often occurs in operations research problems. it is desirable

to plan policy for operating a large system without actually trying out

various alternative policies.

When there exists the problem of training operators cif a large system

and it is not practical to do this un the rya! systeui (It may not offer

a predictable variety of possible comlitionx, or milli offer some of

them only rarely).

If a digital computer simulation is indicated, there a need to examine

the feasibility of such a study. A simulation is possible old if the system can

be broken up into a set of interrelated elements having operating rules which

can be specified (lf only in a probabilistic sense). Certainly, the feasibility

depends upon the availability of a computer, programmers, and problem ana-

lysts. A knowledge of the capabilities of machines and the time and cost of

producing and running programs clearly is needed to assess feasibility and

decide on the proper level of detail in the model. Generally. the larger the

data storage (memory) of a computer and the more flexible its logic, the better

suited it is for simulation of large systems.

The time and dollar costs for simulations vary as much as the models

used. A typical "small" simulation might require on the order of 1500 in-

structions and SOO words of memory. A particular example of this type.

involving the air-traffic application mentioned earlier, required up to 55 minutes

of computer time to follow 55 tc 75 aircraft for three hours of real-time flight

With computer time costing hundreds of dollars per hour, even a

small simulation Is not trivially expensive, especially when many runs are

contemplated. By way of contrast. a "large" simulation may require on the

order of 25,000 words of program and, roughly, the same number of words

13



of fast-access memory, plus considerable secondary storage. This could

entail as many as eighteen months of programming effort. In some cases,

a limitation on the amount of computer storage available can be overcome by

doing the simulation in separate "blocks," with the outputs of certain blocks

being used as inputs to others. The various parts of the simulation then can

be run at different times, and, in fact, on different computers, if desirable.

The cost of simulation for large sv8tems is generaly between that of

analysis and experimental testing, being more expensive than the former and

less expensive than the latter (there are exceptions, of course). A simulation

could take from a few weeks to several years and cost from a few thousand

to several hundred thousand dollars, whereas building and testing a rc,al system

could take years and cost millions. The real measure of cost is the cost of

doing without simulation, and this could be as great as building a useless system.

SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

Various lists of steps in performing a simulation have been suggested.

A typica2 one is:

(1) The system is studied by one or more analysts who roughly fix the size

and scope,of the model and its nature, as determined by the type of sys-

tem, the questions to be answered, and the support available:

(2) The system is divided into subsystems whose relationships are known

(input/output relationship, for example). A logical flow diagram show-

ing these elements and their interconnection is drawn up. Various

questions, such as iiow to simulate the passage of time and what system

functions or elements can be safely left out of the model, must be

answered here.

14
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(3)

(4)

(5)

A full-scale test of th.. vadel may be carried out manually at this point,
by going step-by-step throesh the simulation using a desk calculator,
followed by revision and/or modification.

A computer having adequate storage and logical flexibility is chosen. A

program flow chart is developed and the problem Is coded for the ma-
'thine, using one of the available programming languages.

The program In run and debugged, and, if possible, the model is cali-
brated against the results of tests on actual equipment.

(6) A detailed test program is designed for using the sirelJation, including

such things as number of values to be used for different variables,

number of cues to be treated, end (if the model contains rarrten ele-

ments) number of runs required to give atatLatically rand results.

(7) A number of tom: are made, as called for by the test plea, and the

re aping data are analysed and used to predict the performance or
griallty of the swage= being simulated.

in the foregoing list, items are seen to fall into one of two claimer,: those

emicereed with the design of the model, end those concerned with its, use or
aileutation. If different groups are concerned with these two categories, it is

imgratteit that they coordinate their activities, since decisions in either area
have an abet oa tba other.

Ca the upscale tic:hdqrs.s useful in simulation, the Monte Carlo technique is
ene of the more imgortaat. To "noble Carlo" particular thing means, very
reashly. to "randomise" it. If the tints-of-arrival of an aircraft is known to he

sommt.tat. rce..th_lle, or unpredictable, It may be called a "random variable" or
a "ohmic* variable." There are degrees of randomness, however, and the time

of arrival may be known. from experience, to vary no more than 45 minutes

10
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either way, in a particular instance. in simulating the aircraft' r fzI ht, the

number representing arrival time would not be fixed (this would be unrealistic)

but would be "Monte Carloed, " allowing it to take on random values (within the

90-minute limitation). Eito simulation run would result in a different, and un-

predictable. arrival time, but after many Monte Carlo rule. a pattern would

begin U. emerge. In this case, the pattern would be the one imposed by the aim-

talstica designer when ha specified a probability distribution fur the random

number, mad might be described, alter 100 runs, by the statement that 10 arrivals

(or 10 parceat of the total) were within 5 minutes of the scheduled time, 40

arrivals for 40 percent)wert withao 20 minutes of schedule, and so on. An alter-

cativo description maid be that the aircraft could be expected to arrive no more

than 5 sonnies early or late with a probability of 0.1, or that the probability of

a 20-minale deviation from schedule was 0.4. and so on. Such a description is

ogled a psmbability distributioe.

A practical application of Moats Carlo would be one in which certain variables

were cheese at readom dining each rut, again according to some distribetion

ii posed by the designer, bat in which these variables react is the simailetios to

proSeoe a new verisble (such as the number of aircraft traltieg in a "stack")

which ie. amordingly. also raistlem. After many Monte Carlo rams, one would

be able to obtain the pattern or distribution (unknown at the start) for the new

variable 'tad to tasks such statements se. "There will be at least eight aircraft

in the stack 75 parent of the time," or, "With probability 0.75, there will be

eight or more aircraft vmaing to land." Clearly, any system or process coo-

Wain ratelonwas can may he specified by each stalemate, and can only be

evaluated, for a ghee exercise of the system, by a Monte Carlo technique. On

the other bead, slam reatkmaness doss not always ploy an important part, Monte

Carlo is not necessarily a part of a simulation.

11
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A second specific technique useful in t:;tital simulation is the writing 0, coin .

peter progt emu in special simulation languages, such as the Gordon GPS Simu-

lator, SIMPAC: and SIMSCRIPT. The latter Is similar in general configuration

.e FORTRAN, but is specitically designed to make it easy to write certain types

of simulation programs. In the vocabulay of SINiSCRIPT. » system consists of

set of entities. each of ibich can have Sc cral numerically described attributi..s.

There are two type of entities. temporary (thoac which enter into only tart of

the simulation) and permanent those which ex:st throughout the entire sirmilation).

16"...-.1naples of these types might be, respectively. a s'ngle aircr..2% flight which

lute for only two minutes out of a 20-minute simulation run. and an airport

facility which exists throughout the run. The attributes of a permanent entity

auqr take on several values during a run (the number of runways available at a

given time, for example) and one might well be interested in the prubabilittes

associated with those different "states" of the system.

ADVANTAGES AND DANGERS IN SIMULATING

At the risk of repetition, a summary of some advantages of simulation

follows:

(1) Simulation provides experience and pt:rmits experimenting without the

risks and costs involved in dealing with the real thing.

(2) With respect to systems. simulation and modelling permit the demonstra-

tion of system operation ix tole hardware is built. the e%aluatton of al-

ready constructed systems which cannot he adequately tested otherwise.

aid in setting up field test procedures for system checkout. Anti evalusi-

ton of a system' s capability for assuming missions or performing tune-

linen not originally specified.

17



(3) Simulation can be considerably faster than making comparable operations'

tests on equipment.

(4) Environmental conditions, system parameters, and subsystem operating

claarwteristies may be varied almost at will in many simulation models.

"Changes" In the system involve only changes in programs or substitution

of new programs. Such changes can, of course, be difficult in certain

cases.

(5) Simulation of a complex process may provide an indication of which

variables are especially important, and may reveal unforeseen difficulties

restating from apparently minor changes in the system or its environ-

ment. Such indications may lead to evolution of new policies and ideas.

or the realization of simple but hidden tru3is.

(I) Simulation gives control over time. in a dynamic model, one may either

compress or expand time from its real-world pace.

(7) Siam/anon generally has beneficial "fallout." The data collected may

tern out to be useful in answering questions other than the ones which

led to the simulatioo, since f'hese data may be analyzed and reassembled

In a variety of ways.

As with any technique, simulation has Its dangers as well as Its advantages.

Stun lation is not always a faster, cheaper way of doing the lob; there are cer-

tainly real-world prooessas which are better bandied by the analytical methods

of mathematics or by prototype testing. Generally speaking, the larger and

more complex the process, the more advantages are offered by simulation.

liesee, can of the primary dangers is the poor use of simulation; i.e., its use

la owes where other methods are badiaeted. Even when indlcated, the techni-

que can be carried to extremes such that the diminishing returns are not

worth the additional costs. Fortunately, there (Islet, at least for Monte Carlo

13



schemes, statistical criteria which indicate a reasonable maximum number of

runs. Techniques also exist for designing the test plan. I. c. , choosing the

combinations of parameter values to be used for simulations having a large

number of variables.

Another class of dangers can be grouped under the label of poor design. In

some areas, at least, simulation design is more art than science, and there

often must be strong reliance on common sense and experience. Some specific

pitfalls are given in the (by no means complete) list below:

(1) Sometimes the designer cannot foresee all of the variables needed; this

results either in important omissions or in such a conservatively large

number of variables that test design and/or data evaluation become

hopeless tasks.

(2) There is danger that the simulation will be designed with too much em-

phasis on imitating the real world and too little emphasis on the questions

to be answered or on the problems to be solved.

(3) le simulations of man/machine systems, there is the danger of inadequately

representing the human being. When simple motor tasks are to be per-

formed, a fixed or Monte Carlo time delay may suffice. When the human' a

response is functional, the problem becomes difficult because of the non-

linear stimulus response, non-zero memory time, and highly complicated

pattern-recognition capabilities of this "device." When decision-making

functions arc also to be considered, the only recourse is to make the

human being part of the simulation. This has many ramifications, such

u the requirement for carrying out the simulation in real time and the

problem of choosing a set of humans for participation which is represent-

ative of the class occurring In the real system.

14
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(4) The simulation design can be too narrowly conceived and thus limited in

its application. A rigid adherence to only the specific requirements en-

visioned at the start may result in a simulation program so inflexible and

incapable of expansion or modification as to be of little value.

CLASSIFICATION OF SIMULATIONS

One division of general simulation techniques that can be made is manual

versus automated. Automated techniques can be further divided into simulations

utilizing analog computers and those utilizing digital computers, the latter being

particularly appropriate in the area of systems simulation. As a final overview

of this latter area, one might attempt a classification. by various (and some-

what overlapping) categories, of digital computer simulations, as follows:

(1) Simulation of the environment for a real system. as opposed to simula-

tlon of the system in a real environment, or to simulation of both.

(2) Models of noncomputer-based systems constructed on a computer as

opposed to models which use a computer in the way which It is used in

the real (computer-based) system. Here, the actual system computer

may be used, or its program may be simulated by a different type of

computer.

(3) Analytic versus real-time simulations. The latter is self - explanatory.

the former is bared on a model in which time- pacinir or sequencing of

events Is not important. A third class includes time-based modals

which are run on the oomputor in settled time.

(4) Classification by use or purpose, such as damp. vmluation, training,

or the study of human reactions in simulated environment (operational

2
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(5)

(6)

Deterministic versus !tome Carlo.

Man/machine simulations ;:; opposed to pure machine simulations. In

the former, the emphasis is usually upon real - world processes in which

the human decision making role is of paramount importance. such as in

military command and control systems. in the lato.r. the system being

modelled includes human elements almost inconsequentially. such as in

automated sensing and reporting systems.

SUMMARY

The basic ideas involved in experimentation with nlu Iv s are both tamiliar

and possessed of a long history of application. A relatively recent culmination

of endeavors in one particular application, the prediction of large system per-

formance. is the UGC of large digital computers in performing simu!atimis.

When certain conditions feasibility are met by the :.ystent processes, such

computers often constitute a tremendous aid in modelling then processes.

As with any technical tool, simulations pose problems to provid-

ing helpful answers. These dangers and advantrges are, to Some. extent.

reflections of the basic tradeoff that must be made between realistic detail and

cost (or time). The final choice is one between accuracy of prediction and ease

of prediction.

la
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